LIBERAL FASCISM
Liberal-democratic reforms in Russia led to a decline in the economy, mass unemployment and a sharp jump in
mortality. The authorities don't kill people purposefully, but people do die. Fascism begins with the complete
indifference of the authorities and ends with the fascism of ordinary young guys who humiliate, rob, beat, kill
the disabled and the elderly. There is also such a form: fascism, dissolved in nature. I wrote about this in 1994
in my book "Essays of the modern labor movement in the Urals".
In 2007, in a letter to my dear pro-American relative Evgeniy Ikhlov, a liberal human rights activist, I identified
capitalism and fascism. Evgeniy replied that, they say, this is not so, they say, you need to decide in terms of
what is fascism, what is bourgeois, etc. After that, I wrote many articles in which I argued that fascism is not
something out of the ordinary, that it is a stage in the development of capitalism, that capitalism inevitably
generates fascism, that today in the world fascism is not "reborn" in the form of marginal fascist organizations,
it simply dominates in the most democratic countries – under the name of liberalism.
For example: "Fascism is natural" http://www.litsovet.ru/index.php/material.read?material_id=596984
Since then, the phrase "liberal fascism" has become generally accepted.
After the events at the Capitol, I wrote an article "Forecasts are not needed"
https://www.facebook.com/boris.ichlov/
(more extensive article in Russian – "Multi-storey America"), and sent it to familiar addresses. I receive a letter
from professor Betsy Bowman from America with the following content:
“Dear Boris Ichlov, I find your" forecast " offensive. All e-mail is read by the US National Security
Administration. It is dangerous to send such messages. Please remove me from any further messages”.
Well, she mixed up the my last name with my e-mail address, instead of get she wrote send - God with it,
professorial absent-mindedness.
But imagine: she found my article aggressive. I'm the aggressor. I attacked the United States.
That's half the trouble. But the thing is, Betsy is a revolutionary, she's a leftist. It would seem that she should
not be afraid, if she chose the path of opposition to the bourgeoisie. At one of the "Alternatives" conferences in
Moscow, somewhere in the late of 90’s, Betsy enthusiastically told: "I get up every morning with one thought:
how to harm capitalism."
Don't think that the other leftists in the world are smarter, all are of the same kind. And our professor, too, could
be considered an ordinary American fool, if she did not have a mental disorder – she is a feminist.
However, maybe Betsy didn't mix up "get" and "send". Maybe she believes that the Americans are the rightful
masters of the whole world, including Russia. Therefore, she is not afraid for herself, she threatens me that if I
send out such aggressive texts, the terrible US National Security Administration will come to my crib at night
and bite me on the leg!
Professor of History of Perm state university M. G. Suslov is a Stalinist. No matter what I tell him, no matter
what I write, no matter what facts I give him, it's useless.
- Lenin removed Stalin from military affairs during the Civil war.
- Anarchism!
- According to demographic estimates, Stalin's clique destroyed 5 million innocent people.
- Anarchism!
- Without the participation of Stalin, the Kiev cauldron, two Kharkiv cauldrons could not have happened in any
way…
- Anarchism!
- Marx, Lenin argued that socialism is “the living creativity of the masses”…
- You twist their words in the direction of anarchism!
- In the USSR, workers sold their labor 5 days a week. Capitalism is a mode of production in which labor
becomes a commodity.
- Anarchism!
Why to think, to bother yourself, if you can dismiss reality with a single word?!

Let us now evaluate the intellectual level of American professor Betsy Bowman. I write that Biden's son is a
pedophile. That under Trump, the economy and living standards of Americans have risen. That the owners of
social networks violate freedom of speech. That Biden's election was a blatant violation of the law. That the
American courts, not wanting to consider these violations, themselves violate the law. That the Capitol had a
clear, visible provocation of the Democrats.
I am stating the FACTS.
Instead of looking at these facts, trying to understand the reasoning, the logic, trying to argue, professor
Bowman dismisses all this, she, you see, found the article aggressive, so it seemed to her - it was a dream, she,
you see, "finds", and therefore the whole article is nonsense. One word "aggressive" – and you do not need to
delve into the article, think, don’t try to comprehend the content of the article.
The level of intelligence of the left-wing feminist Bowman is exactly the same as that of Russian monarchists,
stalinists, Trotskyists, liberals, imperial statesmen-Putin fans, anarchists, temperance fighters, anti-Semites,
Jewish, Russian or Ukrainian Nazis or fixated on ideas: on chemical rails, lunar conspiracy, structured water,
torsion fields, time travels, etc. They are just as incapable of accepting arguments, they are just as autistic.
See, for example: "Notes of a psychiatrist" http://www.litsovet.ru/index.php/material.read?material_id=595552
If this is the level of an American professor – what is it for ordinary Americans?
Now think about what kind of country this is, where not only for spreading communist ideas, but for receiving
articles that the authorities may consider "offensive", authorities can subject everybody to repression.
Now it is not surprising that the United States inculcates and supports fascism all over the world: in Ukraine, in
Saudi Arabia, in Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia.
***
8.6.1918 Senator Poindexter wrote in the “New York Times”: "Russia is just a geographical concept, and it will
never be anything else. Its power of cohesion, organization, and recovery is gone forever. The nation does not
exist". 20.6.1918 Senator Sherman, speaking in Congress, stated: "Siberia is a wheat field and pastures for
cattle, having the same value as its mineral wealth".
In the north, occupied by the invaders of England, Canada and the United States, concentration camps were
created. 52,000 people, every 6th resident, ended up in prisons or camps.
A prisoner of one of the camps, doctor Marshavin, recalled: "Exhausted, half-starved, we were led under the
escort of the British and Americans, put in prison, in a cell of no more than 30 sq. m. And there were more than
50 people sitting in it. We were fed extremely poorly, many were starving... we were forced to work from 5
a.m. to 11 p.m. Grouped by 4 people, we were forced to harness to the sled and carry firewood ... Medical
assistance was not provided at all. From beatings, cold, hunger and unbearable 18-20-hour work, 15-20 people
died daily. " The invaders shot 4000 people by decision of the military field courts. Many were killed without
trial.
There was no bath, soap, change of linen. At the same time, typhoid, scurvy, dystrophy, and parasites were
spread. The temperature in the barracks was about minus 8 degrees Celsius, as a result of which several people
died from the cold every night.
Mudyugsky concentration camp is the most famous, created by representatives of foreign military intervention
in the north of Russia 23.8.1918 as a camp for prisoners of war. By June 1919, there were already about 100
grave crosses on Mudyug Island, many of which were collective graves.
In the course of punitive expeditions against the inhabitants of Primorye and the Amur Region only in the Amur
region, the Americans burned 25 villages, whose inhabitants were only suspected of supporting the partisans.
At the same time, the American punishers, like other interventionists, committed cruel tortures against the
partisans and people who sympathized with them.
Partisan N. Myasnikov was chopped up alive, and the wife of partisan E. Boychuk was bayoneted and drowned
in a garbage pit. Americans killed teenagers, children, women, the elderly, set fire to rural homes and schools.
There are many photos that were taken at that time by American soldiers themselves.

Americans robbed, killed, raped, beat up the locals. The peasants of the prosperous seaside village of Kazanka
are not supported by the Soviets, but went to the guerrillas – after the stories of the neighbors on the counter,
last week, the American sailor in the port shot Russian boy, the locals got when the tram is part of a foreign
military, to stand up and give him a place... a radio station on the island “Russian” transferred to States... in
Khabarovsk Americans daily shot dozens of prisoners. A peasants started a rebellion.
In the North of Russia, Americans took out only flax and tow 5654,5 tons (4873 tons of flax), furs, skins,
ornamental bone, etc. 11.1.1919 Administrator the office of the Department of foreign Affairs of the White
government Mr. Tchaikovsky in Arkhangelsk complained the quartermaster General staff of the commander in
chief that "after robbing the edges of the American and English invaders we did not have any sources for
currency, with the exception of the forests, with regard to the export of goods, all that we had in Arkhangelsk in
the warehouses, and everything that might interest foreigners, they were removed last year almost currency-free
approximately a $ 4 million f. sterling".
Colonel Morrow recalled that his soldiers could not sleep peacefully without killing some Russian. On one day,
American soldiers under Morrow's command shot 1600 people taken in railway cars to the Andrianovka
station.
In the Far East, Americans stole (exported) timber, furs, and gold. American firms received permission from
white admiral Kolchak to make trades in exchange for loans from the banks "City Bank" and"Garanti Trust".
Airington's company sent 15,730 pounds of wool, 20,407 sheep skins, and 10,200 large dry skins from
Vladivostok-city to the United States.
American soldiers made arrests, robberies, and murders in the villages. In the summer of 1919, in one of the
villages, American punishers staged a public flogging with ramrods and whips of a peasant Pavel Kuzikov. An
American non-commissioned officer stood nearby, smiling and snapping a camera. Ivan Kravchuk and three
other guys from Vladivostok-city were suspected in connection with the partisans, they were tortured for
several days. Americans knocked out their teeth, cut off their tongues.
"In the spring of 1919, a punitive expedition of interventionists appeared in the village, carrying out reprisals
against those who were suspected of sympathizing with the partisans," a resident of the village Kharitonovka of
Shkotovsky district A. Hortov testified. – American avengers arrested many farmers as hostages and demanded
to give the guerrillas, threatening to shoot. The interventionists also dealt fiercely with innocent peasants.
Among them my elderly father, Philip Hortow was. He was brought home in a bloody state. He was still alive
for several days, and kept repeating: "Why was I tortured, cursed beasts?!" The father died, leaving 5 orphans.
The American interventionists surrounded a Small Cape village, opened a hurricane fire. When they learned
that the partisans were not there, thee became emboldened, broke into it, and burned the school. The flogged
brutally everyone who came to hand. Peasant Cherevatov, like many others, was carried home bloodied and
unconscious. Severe harassment was inflicted by the Americans in. Knevichi-village, Krolevtsy-village and
others. In front of everyone, an American officer fired several bullets into the head of a wounded boy, Vasily
Shemyakin.
General Graves, commander of the American expeditionary Force, admitted: "From the areas where the
American troops were located, we received reports of murders and tortures of men, women, and children…»
The world has forgotten how the Americans used chemical weapons in Vietnam, how they burned the village of
Songmi with its inhabitants, how they conducted medical experiments on Vietnamese prisoners, like Mengele,
how they, to the envy of Himmler, killed with tortures a million of civilian North Korean - in just two months
of occupation.
But the world has finally learned that there has never been a democracy in the United States.
Cretins understand democracy, i.e. the power of the demos, solely in the sense that the demos freely choose
once every 4 years who will suppress demos in next 4 years. But even such a stupid democracy, which
Americans were so proud of, does not exist in the United States. In the United States, there is exactly the same

brazen deception with elections, as in Russia, as in Europe. Democracy in the United States is just a bow, a
screen designed to hide the realization of the dirty interests of American capital in different parts of the world.
Similarly, socialism in the USSR was only a decoration that hid the interests of the bourgeois elite of the CPSU.
«Offensive» not «offensive», but Carthage must be destroyed!
Boris Ikhlov, 14.1.2021

